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Umbrellas and Revolutions: The Aesthetics
of the Hong Kong Protests
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The Umbrella movement that took over Hong Kong in the fall of 2014
may look like a typical social mobilization event, one in which a clear
goal—democracy—manages to unite thousands of people. A closer look
reveals, however, that this framing ignores the multiple aims articulated
during the protests; aims that were directed against, among others, the
increased precarity of labor in Hong Kong, the unbridled power of real
estate developers, and the increasing levels of inequality characterizing the city. That the message of democracy was the one that was most
eagerly articulated by global media is not that surprising; this message
was or seemed the least complicated and conveniently placed the “democratic” West in a superior position to an allegedly authoritarian China.
We may also pose the postcolonial question of how to evaluate the support given by Hong Kong’s former colonizer, the UK, to the movement,
given that it never allowed the city to become democratic under its
rule—except in the few years prior to the handover (see R. Chow 1998).
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Inspired by such global geopolitical musings, what interests me
in this chapter are three interrelated concerns that all revolve around
one question: what was going on in Hong Kong in the fall of 2014? I
engage with this bigger question by, first, asking how to conceptualize
the multiple goals articulated by the movement. Can we speak of it in
the more classical sense of a “social movement,” that is, as a social collective that pursues specific political goals through campaigns, performances, and displays (Tilly and Wood 2012)? I argue that, at least partly,
we cannot, and that we may do better to read the movement as semipost-identitarian. Second, I will reflect upon the specific aesthetics of
the movement and show how they were contingent upon its immediate
mediatization. I aim to grasp the ambiguities, ambivalences, and contradictions of these aesthetics by following the French philosopher Jacques
Rancière, reading the aesthetic dimension of the movement as effecting a
redistribution of the sensible. Third, I aim to reflect on the role of social
media in the unfolding of the movement and, drawing on Bennett and
Segerberg (2012), to show how the movement combines a logic of collective action with a logic of connective action. I will conclude with an
attempt to counter those who claim that the Umbrella movement has
failed, arguing instead that it can be read as exploring a politics of possibility (Appadurai 2013) enacted as a management of hope (Y.F. Chow
2011) in a city that seems to be driven by a perpetual fear of disappearance (Abbas 1997). Whereas prior to the handover in 1997 this fear was
triggered by the upcoming shift in political power, currently it seems to
be primarily related to the increased influx of people from the mainland
and the waning of Hong Kong’s role as a gateway to the mainland.1
In the global imagination, Hong Kong is not known for its political
counterculture. Since the 1989 events in China, the country has made a
miraculous comeback on the world stage, driven by its state-led marketization, producing what Elizabeth Perry has aptly termed a revolutionary
authoritarianism (2007). The 1989 protests fed into the image of Beijing
as the political center of China, while southern cities such as Shanghai
and (after the 1997 handover) Hong Kong are generally perceived to be
its commercial, apolitical counterparts. The Hong Kong protests helped
to topple this stereotype. Today, it seems easier to imagine political protest happening at the fringes of Chinese society rather than at its center.
The rush for a better job, a better house, and a more convenient lifestyle
seems to have left Beijing in a political impasse—in particular its middle class. The silence in China that followed the protests in Hong Kong
is indicative of this. It would be too easy to explain this silence by the
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censorship initially imposed by the Chinese regime, when by and large
Chinese citizens just did not really seem to care that much.2
Before exploring the identity, aesthetics, and mediatization of the
Umbrella movement, let me briefly recap the chain of events. Veg (2015)
distinguishes three stages in which the movement unfolded. It started
on September 28, 2014, when the Hong Kong Federation of Students
“published a ‘Vow of Civil Disobedience’ with a rousing call to arms—
‘Let’s reclaim our Hong Kong! Fight your own battle for the place you
love, where you belong! Hope rests with the people, change starts with
struggle!’” (Veg 2015, 59). In the first week of the protests, the students dominated the scene and they did so in a smart way by not directly
targeting Beijing, thus avoiding confrontation. Whereas the protesters
quickly organized themselves, the government seemed less prepared and
less clear on how to respond. The second phase, lasting roughly October
6–21, revolved around the government-students dialog, culminating in
a televised debate between both parties on October, 21. “The third and
longest phase of the movement, lasting for almost two months, consisted
of a protracted stalemate in which both sides demonstrated their lack of
an exit strategy” (Veg 2015, 61). In a context of waning general support for the movement, Mongkok was cleared on November 25–26,
Admiralty on December 11, and finally Causeway Bay on December 15.
As Veg (2015, 61) explains,

R

the leaders lacked an exit strategy and became increasingly isolated from
the people in tents, hobnobbing with legislators and radio hosts. The government was successful in waiting out the movement and turning public
opinion against it, though the impact on the economy was grossly exaggerated, with all sectors (tourism, retail) reporting strong growth during the
autumn months.

By this time, the protests had outlasted the 1989 occupation of
Tiananmen Square, Occupy Wall Street, and Taiwan’s Sunflower movement of Spring 2014.

IDENTITY
The numerous social movements that followed in the wake of Occupy
Wall Street and Tahrir Square have been coined as post-identitarian
(Marchart 2014), movements without a leader, without a clear goal, and,
most importantly, movements that continue to question themselves. The
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Occupy Wall Street movement ostensibly performed a critique of the 1%
that holds financial power worldwide; however, around that critique, a
mixed bag of other critiques was also articulated. The occupiers refused
to formulate a coherent set of demands and as such refused, to the dismay of many, “to give [the movement] direction, to give it meaning, to
give it coherence” (Harcourt 2012, 41). But this refusal is precisely what
made Occupy Wall Street an inclusionary movement searching for a new
way of doing politics.
The Umbrella movement can be viewed in a similar light; rather than
articulating a clear view on the future, it posited a critique of the present.
As a movement, it articulated its politics in a refusal to move, a politics of
immobile mobilization (cf. Mitchell 2012). As Fraser (2015, 10) writes,
while “reports have depicted the Umbrella movement as being relatively
homogenous and cohesive, the protests have in fact been extremely heterogenous… Participants have been focused on action rather than reaction; on individual acts of resistance rather than a unifying narrative.”
In an otherwise lucid analysis of the Umbrella movement, Veg’s claims
that it “had a set of precisely formulated technical demands” and that its
“demands were unequivocally concerned with formal democracy and the
rule of law” (2015, 55–56) overlook this multiplicity in favor of a neat
and tidy framing of the movement. Later in the same article, he nuances
these claims by suggesting that the movement engaged with three sets
of issues, related to the legal-constitutional, the social, and the cultural
(2015, 65).
In a way, the movement can be read as inspired by Foucault’s famous
essay on power, where he states that
maybe the target nowadays is not to discover what we are but to refuse
what we are. We have to imagine and to build up what we could be to get
rid of this kind of political ‘double bind’, which is the simultaneous individualization and totalization of modern power structures. (2000, 336)

Foucault’s words seem to forebode the later emergence of post-identitarian movements that also defy a coherent individualization. But to claim
the Umbrella movement to be post-identitarian would go one step too
far. I refer to it as semi-post-identitarian because of the visibility of one of
its leaders, Joshua Wong; the movement’s strong call for the protection
of a Hong Kong identity; and its (at times) univocal framing as a movement for constitutional democracy with universal suffrage—all elements
that gesture toward the identitarian. When reading Veg’s genealogy of
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the movement, these identitarian elements in particular present it as a
coherent whole. Moreover, they can be traced back to earlier protests and
movements, among them the Scholarism movement of Joshua Wong. In
the latter’s words, his movement aims to counter Hong Kong’s conservative social mood by influencing the student base so as “to make society
more equal, after we have made it more liberal” (Wong 2015, 52).
Wong’s claim for a unique Hong Kong identity is problematic and at
times disturbing, not only because it is parochial and essentialistic, but
also because it resonates uncomfortably with the strong anti-mainlander
sentiments that Hong Kong is witnessing. In the months following the
protests, different violent incidents occurred surrounding the influx of
mainlanders in Hong Kong, attesting to the increased alienation between
both places. This influx does cause real problems for Hong Kong, as Veg
(2015, 68) remarks: “with over 50 million visitors a year in 2013, comparable to 29 million for a city like Paris, Hong Kong’s infrastructure
is stretched to breaking point.” But these infrastructural problems are
mapped onto a civilizational discourse in which the mainlander is portrayed as the Other that lacks manners. As Hui and Lau remark: “the
xenophobia targeting Chinese mainlanders, and the reluctance to relate
to ‘China’ except for immediate economic and financial benefits, have to
be seriously interrogated” (2015, 361). The Umbrella movement itself
elegantly managed to avoid aligning itself to such strong anti-mainlander
sentiments, yet its call for a unique Hong Kong identity does present a
danger of feeding into these anti-mainlander sentiments and promoting a
parochial localism.
Harcourt (2012, 38) analyzes some key characteristics of the Occupy
Wall Street movement: it is a leaderless movement that, in his view, “may
open up possibilities – rather than close them. It may serve to resist the
crystallization of hierarchy and domination that so often occurs with
entrenched power, even well intended.” It is a movement that refuses to
coalesce behind a single unified message and one that has a disciplined,
imposed order: “there is an order, an imposed orderliness” (Harcourt
2012, 42). In his analysis of the emergence of the Syriza party in Greece,
Douzinas argues in a similar vein, stating that
what the Left needs is not a new model party or an all-encompassing brilliant theory. It needs to learn from the popular campaigns and acts of
resistance that broke out without leaders, parties or common ideology, and
to build on the energy, imagination and novel institutions created in this
context. (2015, 74)
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Similar characteristics can be found in the Umbrella movement: no
singular leader, no singular message, and a frantic preoccupation with
being clean and orderly. This negation of singularity, this multiplicity, is
what characterizes a semi-post-identitarian movement like the Umbrella
movement. These refusals may open up new avenues for doing politics as
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those who have occupied and the many other politically disobedient will
continue to resist – to resist making policy demands, to resist conventional
politics, to resist worn-out ideologies from Hayek to Maoism and all their
pale imitations, from the Chicago School 2.0 to Alain Badiou’s and Žižek’s
attempts to shoehorn all political resistance into a “communist hypothesis.” (Harcourt 2012, 55)
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The analogy with movements like Occupy Wall Street is important.
Even when Joshua Wong himself claims not to have been influenced by
it (2015, 45), the resemblances are too obvious to be coincidental. In
this time of globalization, the world has indeed become a global warehouse of scenarios of disobedience (cf. Appadurai 1996), in which scripts
of resistance travel seamlessly and are being reappropriated with the click
of a mouse. Yet, it is also important to be cautious about aligning the
Umbrella movement uncritically with “similar” movements elsewhere
in the world. Every movement is entangled with local, regional, and
national, as well as global struggles. Locally and regionally, the Umbrella
movement has a specific history; it can be read as an extension and mutation of a long and winding trajectory of colonial and postcolonial protest in Hong Kong. As such, it is connected to the 2007 protests over
the Queen Ferry pier, a cultural heritage site that was demolished in the
reconstruction of the harbor site. Soon after this lost battle, new civil
unrest emerged centering on the planned construction of a high-speed
railway line between Guangzhou and Hong Kong. Select groups of
Hong Kong residents gathered and protested. The main reasons for the
protests were the impact the line would have on the lives of the residents
of Choi Yuen Tsuen village, who would have to move, and the impact
on the environment. The battle was framed as one between the common
people and the economic elites of Hong Kong. On a national level, the
Umbrella movement also made ample references to the Tiananmen killings of June 4, 1989, the other moment in which the Chinese asked for
democracy, with a much more fatal outcome.
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Fig. 8.1 Negating the revolution. Photo by the author
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The statement depicted in Fig. 8.1—This is NOT Revolution—already
alludes to the semi-post-identitarian character of the Umbrella movement
in its negation of this being a revolution. The statement signifies an evasive movement, driven by a wish not to confront Beijing but to contest
its encroachment on the political system of Hong Kong.3 Another element that makes this a semi-post-identitarian movement, as discussed
earlier, is the multiple goals of the movement, which was also directed
against the ties between politics and the local mafia, against the power of
real estate companies, against the banking system, and against increased
inequality in Hong Kong. The three different sites of occupation are
worth mentioning here as they attest to this multiplicity: whereas the
Admiralty and Causeway Bay occupations consisted primarily of students,
middle class supporters, and representatives of established civil groups;
the Mongkok one on the Kowloon side was more diverse, including
also workers and other supporters, which in itself indexes the geopolitical diversity of Hong Kong, that is, between Hong Kong Island and
Kowloon. The movement thus defied being one; instead, it had different faces, different gatherings of people, and a different impact as well.
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complexity further.
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What can we learn from the aesthetics mobilized during the Umbrella
movement and how do these aesthetics help us understand its semi-postidentitarian politics? The movement was clearly driven by a strong visual imagery: the mobilization of the umbrella, with its connotations of
cuteness and protection, and its cheerful yellow color, helped to explain
the global mediation of the movement. The umbrella’s contingent emergence, being turned into a symbol only after its use against police attacks
with tear gas rather than being designed by a marketing company, added
to its symbolic power. What is needed today is not a clear leader, but a
clear image. The awareness of the importance of the image was central
to the movement. Workshops were held on how to make an umbrella
from paper, so that it would become an even more ubiquitous sign,
ready to be digitized and globally disseminated (see Fig. 8.2). Numerous

Fig. 8.2 The ubiquitous umbrella. Photo by the author
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logos using the umbrella circulated online and offline. The eagerness
with which the umbrella-man statue—a key installation for the movement, like the Goddess of Democracy during the June 4th movement
of 1989—was promoted had to do with its aesthetic power in the global
mediatization of the movement. The umbrella-man, like many other
objects, was made with the power of the visual and the power of mediatization directly in mind.
When walking around in the occupied areas, I was mostly astonished
by the spectacle. The movement felt like a theater show, a spectacle of
resistance, built not only to be experienced, but above all to be mediated. In this visual spectacle, it was the surface that mattered, more so
than the contents. As Rancière stated in an interview, “contrary to the
modernist thesis, the surface has not been a boundary, isolating the
purity of an art, but, rather, a place of slippage between various spaces”
(quoted in Carnevale and Kelsey 2007, 266).
What we witness in general is what Rancière would call a redistribution of the sensible. The “regime of the sensible” refers to “the system
of self-evident facts of sense perception that simultaneously discloses the
existence of something in common and the delimitations that define the
respective parts and positions within it” (Rancière 2004, 12). It is that
which we can see, hear, smell, touch, and taste. Politics enters the field
of aesthetics when it pushes at the boundaries of, for example, the visible and the invisible; it is thus premised upon the regime of the sensible
rather than operating outside of it.4 “An art is emancipated and emancipating when it renounces the authority of the imposed message, the
target audience, and the univocal mode of explicating the world, when,
in other words, it stops wanting to emancipate us” (Rancière quoted in
Carnevale and Kelsey 2007, 258, emphasis in original).
There is no outside to the system anymore; hence, all modes of resistance need to navigate in and through the system that it tries to resist. Or,
in Rancière’s words,
the arts only ever lend to projects of domination or emancipation what
they are able to lend to them, that is to say, quite simply, what they have in
common with them: bodily positions and movements, functions of speech,
the parceling out of the visible and the invisible. (2004, 19)

One example of such a redistribution in the Umbrella movement was the
growing of plants on the highway by the students. As a result, we can
now all imagine a different highway, a different ownership, a possibility to
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reinvent—even something as solid as a highway. To begin with, we start
to be aware of the road’s very existence as itself, not as its predestined
functionality. Indeed, the aesthetics of the Umbrella movement resembled Situationism: a highway was détournee, changed into a camping
site; a public toilet was revamped into what looked like a beauty parlor;
instead of a roadblock, study corners with desks were organized; medical
help posts were built; and plants grew from the concrete of the highway.
The roads in Admiralty and Nathan Road used to be merely matters of
fact, the first signifying the speed of a high capitalist city, the second its
conspicuous consumption. In the course of the protests, the roads morphed into matters of concern, attesting to the instability of things, human
and non-human alike, as sites of contestation, assembled where debates
over the future of the city were being performed (cf. Latour 2005).
The aesthetics from the Cultural Revolution reappeared: on posters,
Hong Kong’s chief executive Mr. Leung was depicted as leashed by the
Beijing authorities like a dog or a wolf; in urinals, his image was used to
aim at while peeing, also in an attempt to keep the bathrooms cleaner.
Religious altars were built on the protest sites, with Buddha, Jesus, as
well as local deities portrayed as supporting the movement. The surfaces
of what was once a commodified spectacle of shops, taxis, buses, and
posh race cars were disrupted, causing meanings to shift and allowing for
different sensory experiences. As Viernes shows in his analysis of street
politics in Bangkok, “this semiotic field of aesthetics is part of a critical
juncture in a contemporaneous wave of global street politics” (2015,
10). It was this “semiotic guerilla warfare” (cf. Eco quoted in Hebdige
1979) that was constitutive of the movement. Visual tactics of cut and
paste, of bricolage and of détournement all constitute a redistribution
of the sensible, attesting to the importance of the aesthetics of protest.
The latter were not only democratized due to the possibilities provided
by new technologies, but also immediately shared through social media
practices. As Celikates also observes, the increased visualization and aesthetic mediation of political debate and contention “acquires a new quality once it is coupled with the more open, horizontal and inclusive media
infrastructure of social media” (2015, 171).
Given the ever-present possibility of immediate demolition, preservationists, historians, and art lovers tried to record and preserve the art for
the future. Because most of the art was still on the streets, this archiving
was largely digital:
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partly by academics, is creating open-data platforms and Google maps to
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armed with cellphones and ready to mobilize volunteers to evacuate art on
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Indeed, one key characteristic of the movement was the continuous
photographing and videoing of everything that was going on, including the numerous artifacts and artworks that were being produced.
These images and videos were immediately uploaded to different social
networking sites. This not only allowed for continuous sharing of the
actions of the police by the protesters, but also for the police to keep
track of what was going on, thus serving as a surveillance device for the
authorities as well. In the process, it triggered the immediate digitization and preservation of the aesthetics of the movement. Thus, while the
movement was unfolding, it was already frantically busy turning the present into the past for the future.

CONNECTIVITY
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Social media provided a crucial platform for the proliferation of the
Umbrella movement. This has important implications for the way we
conceptualize the emergence of citizen activism. Media technologies have
always played a role in protest—in early days in the form of pamphlets
and during the 1989 Tiananmen protests in the form of the fax and television. Today, digital media seem most important. It must be noted,
however, that a traditional medium like television remained pivotal for
the Umbrella movement, helping to garner support among the general
population of Hong Kong, in particular by broadcasting images of tear
gas being used by the police (Tang 2015). But aside from continuities,
each platform also allows for its specific mode of mediation and mobilization. Following the general tenet of science and technology studies, these
technological developments need to be interpreted in close interaction
with social changes, as they are mutually constitutive. Furthermore,
digitization should not be understood as a uniform and unidirectional
process that is transforming a coherent and previously non-digital public sphere, but as a complex and multilayered process that transforms and
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2015, 168–69)
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The already observed turn away from identitarian movements leads
to more fragmentation, and new technologies play an important role
here. In a similar vein, Lance Bennett and Alexandra Segerberg have
contended that “people may still join actions in large numbers, but the
identity reference is more derived through inclusive and diverse largescale personal expression rather than through common group or ideological identification” (2012, 744). In their view, “these personal action
frames are inclusive of different personal reasons for contesting a situation
that needs to be changed” (2012, 744, emphasis in original). The personal
action frame is articulated in one of the core slogans of the Umbrella
movement: “I demand Genuine Popular Election” (Lee 2015, 335).
Personal communication technologies such as texts, tweets, WhatsApp,
Weixin, Weibo, Facebook, and Instagram enable the sharing of one’s personal expressions. It thus came as no surprise that the Chinese authorities
quickly blocked Instagram to avoid the protests spilling over to the mainland, while Joshua Wong was known for frantically WhatsApping and
continuously updating his Facebook page (Lee et al. 2015, 358).
Apparently, a logic of collective action—driven by collective action
frames—is being supplemented by a logic of connective action—driven
by personal action frames. The logic of collective action “emphasizes the
problems of getting individuals to contribute to the collective endeavor
that typically involves seeking some sort of public good (e.g. democratic
reforms) that may be better attained through forging a common cause”
(Bennett and Segerberg 2012, 749). This generally requires the formation of hierarchical organization structures with clear leadership, the
development of common action frames, and mediators that help sustain
the coherence of the organization (Bennett and Segerberg 2012, 751).
As argued above, as a semi-post-identitarian movement, the Umbrella
movement had a shared ideological ground or organization only in part
and lacked a clear leadership figure. The demand for democracy and universal suffrage did propel the movement into collective action, but the
numerous demands that were added onto this general frame, the multiple
reasons for people to join, attest to a logic of connective action. Hence,
both logics supplement each other, rather than the connective mode displacing the collective action frame. The latter assertion would smack of
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trap that Bennett and Segerberg also avoid stepping into when they show
how, in varying ways, “personalized connective action networks cross
paths (sometimes with individual organizations morphing in the process)
with more conventional collective action networks” (2012, 759).
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Today‚ younger citizens are moving away from parties, broad reform
movements, and ideologies. Individuals are relating differently to organized politics, and many organizations are finding they must engage people
differently: they are developing relationships to publics as affiliates rather
than members, and offering them personal options in ways to engage and
express themselves. (Bennett and Segerberg 2012, 759–60)
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Hence the increased importance of the logic of connective action, which
“foregrounds a different set of dynamics… At the core of this logic is the
recognition of digital media as organizing agents” (Bennett and Segerberg
2012, 752). This requires an analysis that includes the role of digital networks, such as the web links shared, the software used, the servers on
which data are stored and circulated, and the hardware that allows for sharing, alongside a critical analysis of the simultaneous uses of new media by
the state for control and surveillance. After all, the practices of connective
action also render users traceable and thus vulnerable (Tsui 2015).
This was what we witnessed in Hong Kong: the ubiquitous presence
of mobile phones, digital cameras, and laptops, the mutually constitutive role of online and offline worlds, the making of objects with the aim
to digitize them and with their demolition expected in the immediate
future, and the immediate circulation of images, sounds, and words. In
other words, it is the continuous production, circulation, and subsequent preservation, if not heritagization, of a present on the verge of
disappearance, enabled by new technologies, that propels a logic of connective action. This logic attests to the intense visualization and spectacularization of today’s world, as it points to the potentials offered by
digital technologies. Thus, in a time when movements are less and less
defined by clear and collectively shared identitarian goals, social media
offer a connective logic in which personal action frames take center stage.
This, in turn, results in an aesthetic cacophony of voices, sounds, and
images, some of which, either separately or collectively, contribute to a
redistribution of the sensible.5
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According to one of the key members of the scholarism movement in
Hong Kong, “scholarism is not following the path of traditional social
movements,” as we are now living in the age of media warfare (quoted
in Lee and Ting 2015, 390). The protesters in Hong Kong occupied not
only the street, but subsequently also turned that street into a theater
to stage a wide and often spectacularly aestheticized array of protests.
A highway signifying the speed of the city morphed into a space for
slow public deliberation. Social media turned the street into something
much more than concrete and tents, allowing for a logic of connective action that provided fertile ground for an always changing semipost-identitarian social movement. Not a leader, but a yellow umbrella
became the symbol around which people and objects assembled. What
Hong Kong experienced in the fall of 2014 was a redistribution of the
sensible, challenging the status quo. The three issues discussed in this
chapter—identity, aesthetics, and connectivity—are thus closely intertwined. They warrant further analysis: a more detailed mapping of the
identities and identifications, as well as the mutations of and flights from
these; a close reading of the aesthetics of the movement in terms of
image, sound, and language; and a closer scrutiny of the technologies
that helped the movement to proliferate and evolve. These are future
ambitions. Here, I would like to conclude by reflecting on the question
of failure. The development of the movement, the waning of wider public support, and the relief with which many people saw it end suggest
that it is not only hard to sustain a movement like this, but that its basis
of support is also precarious and constantly shifting, as are its politics.
But does this imply the movement failed? I do not think so. The
movement has not ended, as it continues to resurface at different locations in the city, as short interventions in the city, in the media, and
elsewhere. When writing about protest movements in the West, Oliver
Marchart observes that “popular uprisings do not end when most people think they end. Struggles continue on a latent, subterranean plane,
and it is impossible to foretell their long-term effects” (2015, 108). We
are simply not in a position yet to be able to evaluate the impact of the
Umbrella movement, and this is quite a hopeful idea, as its impact may
be stronger than we now think.
In his book The Future as a Cultural Fact (2013), Arjun Appadurai
juxtaposes an ethics of probability with an ethics of possibility. The ethics
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of probability refers to the increased rationalization and governmentalization of the state, the power of numbers, and the sphere of counting
and accounting. As such, it gestures to Rancière’s notion of the police
order, which refers to the bodies that govern our ways of living, seeing,
and saying, to what is rendered visible and audible (Chambers 2011).
For Appadurai, such an ethics needs to be challenged by an ethics of possibility, which refers to
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those ways of thinking, feeling, and acting that increase the horizons of
hope, that expand the field of the imagination, that produce greater equity
in what I have called the capacity to aspire, and that widen the field of
informed, creative, and critical citizenship. (2013, 295)
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The latter ethics inspires a politics that is geared toward the future and
in my view we can and should label the Umbrella movement as such an
ethics. “We need,” writes Appadurai, “to construct an understanding of
the future by examining the interaction between three notable human
preoccupations that shape the future as a cultural fact, that is, as a form
of difference. These are imagination, anticipation, and aspiration” (2013,
286). This resembles the words of Rancière, who states that in his work
he aims “to contrast so-called historical necessity with a topography of
the configuration of possibilities, a perception of the multiple alterations
and displacements that make up forms of political subjectivization and
artistic invention” (quoted in Carnevale and Kelsey 2007, 264).
The Umbrella movement did not result in democracy in Hong
Kong—but this outcome was clear from the very start. It also did not
achieve the multiple other goals that made the movement such a difficult one to grasp. Critics can easily ground the claim that the movement
failed, as it is hard to describe its achievements. I think they are wrong. In
unfolding an ethics of possibilities, the Umbrella movement has shown a
young generation of citizens from Hong Kong and beyond that things
can be different. That you can camp on a highway, do some gardening
there, have sex, turn a public toilet into a beauty parlor, transform a street
into a classroom, and share your food with strangers. It familiarized them
with the power of the image, of visual culture, and with the possibilities
and limitations—if not dangers—of digital technologies. The movement
turned the public space into a space that mattered for all, both at a symbolic level and at a practical level—as a space that also had to be kept
clean. The Umbrella movement thus articulates a hope for a different
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and better Hong Kong, and it is this management of hope (Y. F. Chow
2011), played out on the streets of Central and Mongkok, that lingers.
Harcourt writes about similar feelings that are shared by the Occupy
protesters (2012, 52): “This idea—‘one of the most significant and
hopeful events of our life-time’—runs through the personal accounts
like a leitmotif. There is a palpable element of exuberance in the collective assemblies, in the communal sharing, in the lived experiences of the
Occupiers.” Psychological research shows that we are particularly shaped
in our childhood and youth, that these are the experiences that stay with
us for the rests of our lives (Draaisma 2013). Thus, what the Umbrella
movement has done for Hong Kong is to foster a generation that will
always share and cherish that memory of camping in Mongkok, kissing at
night on the highway in Causeway Bay, and debating until the sun rises
in the streets of Admiralty. This, I would like to propose, is the legacy of
the movement, and it underlines my assertion that the movement will
continue in the years to come.
The movement’s sense of hope is poignantly expressed in the song
“Tonight We Sleep on Connaught Road Central,” written and sung
in the midst of the protest by the Hong Kong indie band My Little
Airport. The song, a duet between a boy and a girl, transforms the street
not only into a site of political contention but, more so, into a space of
love and desire, thus injecting the personal and the affective deeply into
the political6:

R

Tonight we sleep on the street of Connaught road central
This is the only place I can afford the rent
Don’t ask me if there will be any changes
At least tonight we are together
Tomorrow let’s sleep on Dundas street
We know we will have to stay up in the middle of the night
Around us lots of people all awakened
The only worry is that no loo is close by
We lost sleep only because street lamps are shining
Staying guard just make our hearts closer
Can the organizer tone down your microphone
I want to hear my lover’s voice
I shall remember,
The triad in front of us
One night, through the smoke you look even more beautiful
Another night, a girl stood at the forefront of Lung Wo road
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I remember also the footprints on the lawn
My apologies to you this citizen
I knew I have blocked the road and you are angry
But I am doing something for the next generation
I have no regrets
Tomorrow I may leave if the police is clearing the road
But I will return at night and sleep on the street again
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1. My analysis is based on a short one-week visit to Hong Kong in October
2014, during which I chatted with people, took many pictures, and visited the protest sites on a daily basis; on a collection of visual expressions
from the movement; and on an analysis of online materials discussing the
movement.
2. Or, as a friend in Beijing explained to me, they care so much that they cannot bear to empathize. Some Chinese do envy the freedom Hong Kong
people are enjoying and demanding, but they are too jealous, so they
become embittered, cynical, or apathetic, asking: “oh, you already have so
much, why still protest?”
3. With regard to the images in this chapter, a friend who read the draft commented that there were no people in them. This lack may not have been
coincidental. As Mitchell (2012, 9, emphasis in original) writes about the
2011 protests in Wall Street and Tahrir: “This is why the iconic moments,
the images that promise to become monuments, of the global revolution
of 2011 are not those of face but of space; not figures, but the negative
space or ground against which a figure appears. The figure that circulates
globally, that embraces both Tahrir Square and Zuccotti Park, and has perhaps been overlooked because it is hiding in plain sight, is the figure of
occupation itself.”
4. Marchart makes the point that such an approach often serves to claim art
to be intrinsically political and to blame politically informed art for being
not arty enough. In his words (2015, 109, emphasis in original): “This
unfounded claim of art’s primordial politicality – according to which art
is always political, and therefore we do not need political art – lies at the
heart of what I propose to call the spontaneous ideology of the art field …
The unrivalled master of this ideology is the French philosopher Jacques
Rancière who provides the spontaneous ideology of the art field with philosophical legitimacy.” While he has a point in critiquing the uses by the art
world of Rancière to protect the sanctioned aura of art as an intrinsically
political domain and thereby to exclude overtly political art, Marchart’s
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critique fails to engage with the relevance or usefulness of Rancière for
analyzing overtly political movements (see, for example, Todd May’s 2010
Contemporary Political Movements and the Thought of Jacques Rancière:
Equality in Action).
5. Technology itself—in particular the specific software, its coding, the algorithms that enable or disable sharing, and the affordances and political economy of platforms like Facebook and Twitter—is by and large black-boxed
by Bennett and Segerberg. In her work on social media platforms, Van Dijck
(2013) shows how these platforms are evolving into certain modes of ownership with a business model and a governing logic in which different parties
(including the state) play a role. This allows and stimulates certain forms
of sociability while discouraging others. Befriending is rendered visible on
Facebook, unfriending not. Twitter allows for only 140 characters per message. Our actions are turned into big data that is turned into profit. In their
analysis of the role of social media in the 2010 Toronto G20 protests, Poell
and Borra (2012) show how the celebration surrounding Twitter, YouTube,
and Flickr in their early years was highly questionable. They argue that “the
use of activist social media appears much less of a success from the perspective of alternative journalism” (2012, 15). Most messages sent on social
media revolved, much like in mainstream media, around the violence taking place, thus steering away attention from the issues that were at stake in
the G20 protests. They consequently wonder whether Twitter is the best
medium for social activism. Such studies are crucial for tempering high
expectations of the role of social media and need to be complemented by
much more detailed analyses of the specific coding of these platforms, their
political economy, and the dovetailing issues of privacy and surveillance.
6. Lyrics by Lam Ah P, translation by Helyip, from https://hingming.wordpress.com/2014/10/27/song-of-the-day-my-little-airport-今夜到干諾道
中一起瞓-tonight-we-sleep-on-connaught-road-central/.
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